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Key Points:


The global ITCZ position and Hadley cell strengths are correlated with SSTs in the North
Atlantic and North Pacific over the 20th Century.



Hemisphere-mean tropospheric temperatures since 1948 are more sensitive to North
Atlantic than North Pacific SSTs.



Results suggest that variability in Atlantic Ocean energy transport impacts North Atlantic
SSTs and ITCZ variability and predictability.
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Abstract
The Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is a global-scale band of tropical precipitation
lying, in the annual mean, just north of the equator. Its position can be tied to the atmosphere’s
energy balance: the Northern Hemisphere is heated more strongly than the Southern Hemisphere,
biasing the atmosphere’s circulation and ITCZ north of the equator to close the energy budget. In
the context of this energy balance framework, we examine multi-decadal connections between
variations in the position of the global ITCZ and indices of extratropical sea surface temperature
variability over the 20th Century. We find that during periods when the North Atlantic and North
Pacific oceans are anomalously warm, the ITCZ and atmospheric circulation are shifted farther
to the north. Additionally, a warmer North Atlantic is correlated with a relatively warmer
Northern Hemisphere atmosphere. Our results suggest an important role for the ocean circulation
in modulating ITCZ migrations on decade-and-longer timescales.
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1 Extratropical SSTs, Cross-Equatorial Energy Transport and the ITCZ Position
The ITCZ occupies a narrow range of latitudes, particularly in the Atlantic and Eastern Pacific
oceans (Figure 1a). It is located between the atmosphere’s two Hadley cells, which are
responsible for the majority of the atmosphere’s meridional energy transport in the tropics
[Marshall et al., 2014], and migrates with these circulations over the course of the seasonal cycle
[Donohoe et al., 2013]. When the sun heats the Northern Hemisphere (NH) atmosphere more
strongly during boreal summer, the Hadley cells are centered north of the equator, as is the
ITCZ, and they transport energy southwards across the equator, opposing the solar heating
imbalance. The opposite occurs during boreal winter, when the Hadley cells and ITCZ are
centered in the Southern Hemisphere (SH).
This relationship between inter-hemispheric temperature contrasts and the position of the
ITCZ can also be found in inter-annual variability [Donohoe et al., 2014], in proxy data of
paleoclimate [McGee et al., 2014], and in a range of modeling studies [Zhang and Delworth,
2005; Chiang and Bitz, 2005; Broccoli et al., 2006; Kang et al., 2008; Kang et al., 2009; Frierson
and Hwang, 2012], and a framework has emerged for interpreting their connection [Kang et al.,
2009]. When the ocean, or a top-of-atmosphere radiative imbalance, preferentially heats one
hemisphere’s extratropical atmosphere relative to the other, eddies diverge a fraction of that
energy into the tropics, and the remainder is radiated away to space or stored in the climate
system. The Hadley cells, and thus the ITCZ, shift into the heated hemisphere and transport the
excess energy across the equator into the cooler hemisphere. This behavior has been seen in
climate models simulating a range of forcings, including changes in high-latitude ice cover
[Chiang and Bitz, 2005], changes in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation’s (AMOC)
meridional energy transport [Zhang and Delworth, 2005; Broccoli et al., 2006], and global
warming [Frierson and Hwang, 2012]. Across these simulations, changes in the sea surface
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temperature (SST) contrast between the NH and SH are correlated with meridional shifts in the
Hadley cells and migrations of the ITCZ.
These ideas are also relevant for understanding the modern climatology. Northwards
cross-equatorial energy transport by the AMOC heats the atmosphere in the NH through surface
energy fluxes, cooling it in the SH. This leads, it has been argued, to the climatological, annual
mean position of the ITCZ residing north of the equator [Marshall et al., 2014; Frierson et al.,
2013; Schneider et al., 2014]. Similar to boreal summer, the atmosphere responds to the energy
imbalance by shifting the Hadley cells northwards, transporting a fraction of the energy input
into the NH back southwards across the equator – the rest is radiated to space – helping to
equilibrate the energy budget.

Figure 1. Precipitation climatology, and patterns of North Atlantic and North Pacific SST
variability. Top: annual mean precipitation (a; contour interval: 1mm/day) and its zonal average
(b) from the Smith et al. [2012] reconstruction. The green dashed line indicates the time-mean
ITCZ position of 1.7N. Middle: SST anomalies regressed against +1 of the annual mean AMO
(c) and PDO (d) indices. The contour interval is 0.1K. Black lines indicate the regions SST is
averaged over to generate the AMO and PDO indices.
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2 Twentieth Century Reconstructions of SST and Precipitation
Motivated by the extratropical SST-global ITCZ connections seen in climate models, and their
associated energetic framework, here we turn to the observational record to investigate those
connections over the 20th Century. Two leading patterns of extratropical NH SST variability are
the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO; Kerr [2000]; Figure 1c) and the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (PDO; Mantua et al. [1997]; Figure 1d); these patterns have been linked to variability
in tropical precipitation [Zhang and Delworth, 2006] and cloudiness [Deser et al., 2004] in their
respective basins. Using the HadISST version 1.1 reconstruction from 1870-2012 [Rayner et al.,
2003], the AMO index here is defined as the difference between average North Atlantic and
global-mean SST, following Trenberth and Shea [2006]. Its time series (Figure 2a) shows
variability at a range of timescales, with multiple warm (1924-1966, 1995-2012) and cold (19021923, 1967-1994) periods lasting several decades. The SST anomalies associated with a 1
warm anomaly (+0.14K) of the annual mean AMO index show a basin-wide warm anomaly in
the North Atlantic (Figure 1c), peaking at +0.5K off of the coast of Newfoundland.
The PDO index is often defined as the first principal component time series from an EOF
analysis of monthly-mean SST anomalies from 20-70N in the Pacific [Mantua et al., 1997],
which when regressed back onto SST anomalies shows warming over nearly the whole of that
region [cf. Deser et al., 2010, Figure 10]. To simplify the definition of the PDO and – given the
spatial pattern of its associated SST anomalies – its physical interpretation, we define it similarly
to the AMO, removing the global-mean of SST from its average value between 20N and 70N
in the Pacific. Sea-surface temperature anomalies, when regressed against one standard deviation
(+0.12K) of our annual mean PDO index (Figure 1d), are spatially correlated with those
associated with a positive anomaly of the annual mean first PC from an EOF analysis following
Mantua et al., [1997] (R=-0.86; the two definitions produce SST anomalies of opposite signs).
The annual mean PDO time series, shown in Figure 2b, is correlated with the annual mean first
PC (R=-0.66), and possesses multi-decadal warm (1945-1970) and cold (1921-1944) periods.
We use the Smith et al. [2012; hereafter referred to as S12] global precipitation
reconstruction (at 5 horizontal resolution from 1900-2008) to analyze precipitation and ITCZ
variability. Most of the rainfall associated with the ITCZ falls over the ocean, so the S12
reconstruction, by estimating precipitation over both land and ocean, provides a better estimate
of the ITCZ’s position than a land-only reconstruction. Fitting empirical orthogonal functions
(EOFs) calculated from the satellite-based GPCP precipitation estimates to the GHCN rain gage
reconstruction back to 1900, S12 also applies a correction to precipitation over the ocean using
available SST and sea-level pressure (SLP) data. Estimates of the time and zonal mean
precipitation climatology are shown in Figure 1a, b. The ITCZ is clearly seen in the tropical
Atlantic and Pacific, and zonal mean tropical precipitation peaks north of the equator.
Because rain gage-based precipitation estimates are relatively sparse in the early part of
th
the 20 Century [cf. Smith et al., 2012, Figure 2], we supplement the S12 reconstruction with
two atmospheric reanalyses from NOAA and the ECMWF. The NOAA 20th Century Reanalysis
[Compo et al., 2011; hereafter referred to as N20CR], version 2 has 2 horizontal resolution and
covers the years 1871-2011. It enforces HadISST version 1.1 SST and sea ice concentrations as
boundary conditions, assimilates surface pressure reconstructions, and is forced with annually
varying incoming solar radiation, global CO2 concentration, and volcanic aerosols. The
ECMWF’s 20th Century reanalysis [Hersbach et al., 2015; hereafter referred to as E20CM],
covers the years 1900-2010 at 0.125 horizontal resolution. It also enforces SST and sea ice
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(from HadISST version 2) as a surface boundary condition, and the model is forced similarly to
the CMIP5 archive, with time-varying greenhouse gas and ozone concentrations, aerosols, and
total solar irradiance. Neither reanalysis assimilates observations of humidity, so their resulting
precipitation estimates are controlled by each model’s treatment of moist physics and are not
observationally constrained. Consequently, we only use these products to supplement the S12
reconstruction.
Defining the position of the ITCZ as the latitude that divides regions of equal total
precipitation between 20N and 20S (the centroid, following Donohoe et al. [2013]), the time
series of its anomaly about a mean latitude of 1.7N, 1.9N, and 2.1N for S12, N20CR, and
E20CM, respectively, is shown in Figure 2c-e. We see that inter-annual variability dominates in
S12 and E20CM, but that post 1930 the ITCZ was slightly further north than its long-term
position for those products, whereas in the early part of the 20th Century it was somewhat more
southward. There is considerably more multi-decadal variability in the N20CR ITCZ – note the
roughly three-degree northward shift from 1921 to 1951 – and while some multi-decadal features
are not seen in the other two products, this northward shift is consistent among all three.
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Figure 2. Time series of annual mean AMO index (a), PDO index (b), S12 ITCZ (c), E20CM
ITCZ (d), and N20CR ITCZ (e) anomalies.
3 ITCZ, AMO/PDO, and Tropospheric Co-Variability
To test for connections between extratropical SSTs and the ITCZ position, we perform a multiple
regression analysis on the ITCZ position using the AMO and PDO indices as predictors, lowpass filtering each time series using a cutoff period of ten years to isolate its decadal variability
(see Supporting Information Text S1 for details). We find that the S12 ITCZ shifts north when
the North Atlantic and Pacific are warm: a +1 AMO anomaly is associated with a northwards
ITCZ shift of 0.07  0.05 (a 1 error estimate), and a +1 PDO anomaly is associated with a
northwards ITCZ shift of 0.10  0.06, shown in Table 1. The AMO and PDO indices explain,
respectively, 11% and 14% of the ITCZ variance at these timescales, and their combined
regression explains 25% of the variance, which is also significant to 1.
In the reanalyses, the ITCZ position is correlated with the AMO index, but not
necessarily with the PDO index. The AMO-ITCZ correlations in Table 1 are significant to 1
(N20CR: R2=0.12, E20CM: R2=0.20), but the PDO-ITCZ correlations are only significant in the
N20CR product (R2=0.06). The ITCZ shifts associated with a warm-phase AMO are larger in the
reanalyses than in S12, but are still within error estimates of each other. It should be noted that
the AMO and PDO indices are not correlated with one another (R2 = 0.00), making the total
fraction of the ITCZ’s variance explained by the multiple regression analysis equal to the sum of
the two R2 values. Moreover, the annual mean ITCZ position is either uncorrelated or only
weakly correlated with the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and its Nino-3 index (R2 = 0.00
(S12), 0.05 (N20CR), 0.03 (E20CM)).
Considerable spatial variability is seen in the precipitation anomalies associated with a
northwards ITCZ shift. When low-pass filtered precipitation anomalies are regressed against a
northwards shift in the ITCZ position, they peak in the western Tropical Pacific, with a smaller
north-south dipole in the Tropical Atlantic (Figure 3a). Locally, these anomalies can reflect a
pure shift in the ITCZ position (such as those seen in the Central Pacific), a
contraction/intensification of the local ITCZ (Western Pacific), or a combination of the two
(Atlantic). In the zonal mean, however, these anomalies project neatly into a positive-negative
dipole centered on the time-mean ITCZ position (Figure 3b), reflecting a northwards shift of the
tropical precipitation centroid.
Precipitation anomaly patterns indicative of northward ITCZ shifts are also seen when
low-pass filtered anomalies are regressed against the AMO and PDO indices. Maps of S12
precipitation anomalies associated with warm phase AMO and PDO indices (Figure 3c, e) have
significant (to 1) spatial correlations with those associated with a northwards ITCZ shift–
between 20N and 20S: RAMO,ITCZ = 0.65 and RPDO,ITCZ = 0.54. Precipitation anomalies
associated with a warm phase AMO show a similar tripole pattern in the Western Pacific as those
associated with a northwards ITCZ shift, and positive anomalies are also seen in the northern
Tropical Atlantic and the Sahel, consistent with Zhang and Delworth [2006]. The pattern of
anomalies associated with a warm-phase PDO show a slightly different pattern, with a northsouth dipole in the Central Pacific. North-south dipoles of precipitation anomalies, centered on
the time-mean ITCZ position, are seen more clearly when zonal mean precipitation anomalies
are multiple-regressed against the AMO and PDO indices (Figure 3d, f), consistent with a
northwards shift of the tropical precipitation centroid.
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In the reanalyses, similar precipitation anomaly patterns are seen between a northward
ITCZ shift and a warm North Atlantic, and the anomalies associated with warm-phase AMO and
PDO in both E20CM and N20CR remain largest in the western and central Pacific, respectively
(Supporting Information Figures S1, S2). However, the precipitation anomalies in N20CR
associated with a warm North Pacific do not project into a north-south dipole about the timemean ITCZ position as they do in the S12 and E20CM products. For the regressions onto both
the ITCZ position and local precipitation anomalies, the reanalyses support the AMO-ITCZ
connection seen in the S12 reconstruction, but they cast doubt on the influence of the PDO on the
ITCZ position.
Consistent with northwards ITCZ shifts, we also find correlations between anomalies in
the Hadley cells, inter-hemispheric tropospheric temperature contrasts, and the AMO and PDO
indices. Figure 4 shows patterns of atmospheric overturning circulation and tropospheric
temperature anomalies from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis [Kalnay et al., 1996] multipleregressed against the AMO and the PDO indices from 1948 to 2012. During warm phases of the
AMO and PDO, anomalous cross-equatorial Hadley cells are seen (Figure 4a, b) with rising
motion north of the equator. We also observe anomalous inter-hemispheric tropospheric
temperature contrasts reflecting a relatively warm NH troposphere (Figure 4c, d). Temperature
anomalies associated with a warm North Atlantic are spread over the depth of the troposphere
with a local maximum of 0.15K near the surface (at 850hPa) and are significant to 1, while
those associated with a warm North Pacific peak in the mid-troposphere (at 700hPa) with a
weaker magnitude of 0.10K and are not significant. Conversely, streamfunction anomalies are
larger when the North Pacific is warm – the 7.4Sv maximum anomaly in Figure 4b is larger than
the 4.8Sv maximum anomaly in Figure 4a associated with a warm North Atlantic. These stronger
streamfunction anomalies associated with a warm-phase PDO are consistent with its greater
ITCZ shift, but not with the stronger inter-hemispheric temperature contrast anomalies associated
with a warm-phase AMO.
To further test the relationships between tropospheric variability and the AMO and PDO,
we define indices of the Hadley cell strength at the equator (eq) and the inter-hemispheric
temperature contrast in the troposphere (Tinterhem) (see Supporting Information Text S1 for
details). Multiple-regressing these indices against the AMO and PDO, we find that the AMO
explains more of their variance than the PDO (Table 1). At decadal timescales, the AMO index
is, to 1, significantly correlated with both inter-hemispheric temperature contrasts and crossequatorial mass transport by the Hadley cells. The stronger streamfunction anomalies associated
with the PDO in Figure 4b are now seen to be the result of a larger regression slope between the
PDO and eq, a slope that is not significantly different than it is for the AMO. It is remarkable to
note that the AMO index explains over 70% of the low-pass filtered inter-hemispheric
tropospheric temperature contrast in the reanalysis. While the PDO is correlated with Hadley cell
shifts, it is not correlated with Tinterhem, reflecting the lack of significance in the Temperature
anomalies in Figure 4d. This suggests different mechanisms connect the AMO and PDO to ITCZ
shifts.
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S12 ITCZ

E20CM ITCZ

N20CR ITCZ

Ψeq

Tinterhem

AMO

0.11

0.20

0.12

0.41

0.74

PDO

0.14

0.04

0.06

0.17

0.02

Anomaly: AMO

0.07 ± 0.05 (°N)

0.12 ± 0.05 (°N)

0.18 ± 0.11 (°N)

-2.9 ± 1.1 (Sv)

0.17 ± 0.05 (K)

PDO

0.10 ± 0.06 (°N)

0.07 ± 0.07 (°N)

0.13 ± 0.12 (°N)

-3.3 ± 1.7 (Sv)

0.04 ± 0.07 (K)

R 2:

Table 1. Fraction of the variance explained by the AMO and PDO indices for the ITCZ position,
equatorial streamfunction anomaly Ѱeq, and tropospheric inter-hemispheric temperature contrast
anomaly Tinterhem. Anomalies are for +1 of the AMO (0.14K) and PDO (0.12K), and error
estimates are 1.

Figure 3. Maps of S12 precipitation anomalies. Local precipitation anomalies (a, c, e) and their
zonal averages (b, d, f) regressed against +/2 ITCZ shift (a, b), a +1 AMO index (+0.14K; c,
d), and a +1 PDO index (+0.12K; e, f). Light and dark grey contours are respectively the
3mm/day and 6mm/day climatology of annual mean precipitation. Green shadings around the
zonal mean anomalies are 1 error estimates, and the green dashed line indicates the time-mean
ITCZ position of 1.7N.
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Figure 4. Atmospheric circulation anomalies. Top: meridional overturning streamfunction
anomalies from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis from 1948-2012 regressed against +0.14K AMO
and +0.12K PDO anomalies (a, b respectively). Blue contours indicate negative anomalies and
counter-clockwise rotation, indicated by chevrons, and red contours indicate positive anomalies
and clockwise rotation. The contour interval is 1 Sv (109 kg/s), and the zero contour is not
shown. Bottom: the hemispherically asymmetric component of zonal mean temperature
anomalies (see Supporting Information Text S1) regressed against +0.14K AMO and +0.12K
PDO anomalies (c, d respectively). Contour interval: 0.025K.
4 Discussion of Timescales and Mechanisms
Our observed connections between a warm North Atlantic, northwards ITCZ and Hadley cell
shifts, and inter-hemispheric tropospheric temperature contrasts are all consistent with the
framework proposed in Kang et al. [2009], in which the ocean forces the atmosphere through
surface energy fluxes. The relationship between North Atlantic SST and surface energy fluxes,
however, is a function of timescale – on decade-and-longer timescales, warm SST anomalies are
correlated with an upward flux of energy to the atmosphere, while on inter-annual timescales the
correlation is reversed and the atmosphere forces SST anomalies [Gulev et al., 2013].
Additionally, the pattern of SST anomalies associated with a high-pass filtered AMO index
(using a 10 year cutoff period) is very similar to that associated with the negative phase of the
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North Atlantic Oscillation index (NAO; Hurrell [1995]; Supporting Information Figure S3), a
measure of internal atmospheric variability [Marshall et al., 2001]. Between 1870 and 2012, the
high-pass filtered AMO index and yearly NAO index have a correlation coefficient of -0.34,
further indicating that inter-annual variability in the AMO index is affected by the atmospheric
circulation variability characterized by the NAO. Therefore, we do not expect the Kang et al.
[2009] framework to apply to inter-annual AMO-ITCZ variability. Regressions using high-pass
filtered time series confirms this: the high-pass filtered AMO index explains, respectively, 4%,
1%, and 24% of the ITCZ position, eq, and Tinterhem variance, much less than the low-pass
filtered values in Table 1.
On decadal timescales, though, the observed correlations between a warm North Atlantic
and upward turbulent fluxes of energy from the surface ocean to the atmosphere above [Gulev et
al., 2013] are consistent with the mechanism for northwards ITCZ shifts forced from the
extratropics proposed in Kang et al. [2009]. As such, correlations at these timescales between the
AMO index and the ITCZ position, Hadley cell anomalies, and inter-hemispheric tropospheric
temperature contrasts further suggest that variations in the ocean’s energy transport have driven
decadal SST variability in the North Atlantic over the 20th Century. Such connections can break
down if, for example, aerosols – see Booth et al. [2012] and a critical analysis by Zhang et al.
[2013] – or stochastic mixed-layer dynamics [Clement et al., 2015] usurp the ocean circulation’s
role in AMO variability. However, both of those mechanisms rely on a zero or negative
correlation between SST anomalies and upward surface energy fluxes, correlations that have
been observed to be positive over the 20th Century.
The mechanisms connecting North Pacific SSTs to the ITCZ position and Hadley cell
anomalies are likely different than for North Atlantic SSTs. The Pacific Ocean transports less
energy across the equator than the Atlantic [Trenberth and Caron, 2001], and its energy transport
is thought to be dominated by shallow wind-driven circulations rather than a deep overturning
circulation like the AMOC [Ferrari and Ferreira, 2011]. Decadal SST variability in the North
Pacific may be forced by, for example, ENSO, ocean circulation variability, and extratropical
atmospheric variability [Schneider and Cornuelle, 2005], making PDO-ITCZ connections likely
the result of a combination of processes. Because the temperature anomalies in Figure 3d
associated with the PDO are weaker and not surface-intensified like they are with the AMO, the
extratropical Pacific ocean is likely not heating the atmosphere via a cross-equatorial energy
transport. Additionally, as mentioned above, ENSO is only weakly correlated with the ITCZ
position; its associated inter-hemispheric temperature contrast and Hadley cell anomalies (not
shown) are about half as strong per standard deviation as they are for the PDO anomalies in
Figure 4. This suggests that ENSO is not directly playing a key role in global zonal mean ITCZ
dynamics. Tropical forcing of North Pacific SSTs does contribute to PDO index anomalies,
though, and 300hPa height anomalies show a distinctive wave train pattern originating in the
tropics when regressed against the PDO (Supporting Information Figure S4). So, even though
ENSO does not appear to directly influence the ITCZ position, it could have an indirect influence
through teleconnections to the extratropical atmosphere.
In conclusion, we have shown that the AMO explains a significant fraction of decadal
ITCZ variance across several estimates of 20th Century precipitation, but those estimates disagree
on the influence of the PDO. In particular, despite being confined to the smaller Atlantic basin,
the AMO explains 41% of Hadley cell variability at the equator and a remarkable 74% of the
inter-hemispheric tropospheric temperature variability. It is widely believed that on decadal
timescales the AMO is affected by variations in the strength of the AMOC (see the review by
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Buckley and Marshall [2016]), a driver of climate and climate variability that connects the two
hemispheres. Moreover, the AMOC has predictability on decadal timescales [Tulloch and
Marshall, 2012] and its cross-equatorial energy transport are responsible, we believe, for the
observed co-variability of SST and surface heat flux anomalies in the Atlantic sector. Our study
suggests that AMOC predictability could be leveraged for predictability of ITCZ migrations,
with implications for precipitation variability along the entire tropical belt.
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